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The goal of ArchAssembler is to assemble a.NET assembly as a platform independent executable binary. This is achieved by converting C# code into x86/x64 machine code, which enables the.NET Framework to load and execute the managed code. ArchAssembler compiles the assembly to PE binary, which is the standard format for.NET executable on
Windows operating system. To read more about arch, you can check out this URL: Features: · Full set of Windows API features. · Library is designed to be used in C# projects. · Compiles down to x86/x64 executable format. · Can be used for porting legacy VB.NET/C++ applications to.NET. · Architecture independent assembler. · No dependencies. ·
System.Reflection.Emit needed for some functions. · Dynamic memory management supported. · Generates optimized code. · Supports following assembly types: - C# class library - C# exe - C++ exe - VB exe - VB class library - VB dll - VB ocx - ASMX - ASMXW · Supports all.NET Framework versions. · Will try to convert better C# 4.0 code into IL.
Usage: · Load it from assembly using Assembly.LoadFrom() method. · Use the AppDomain.CreateInstanceFromAssembly() to create.NET assembly object. · Save the.NET assembly object to disk. · Load and execute.NET assembly file with the use of the Assembly.Load() method. FAQs: Q: What's the maximum size of a.NET assembly in bytes? A:
ArchAssembler will try to convert a C# assembly to the PE format. The resulting assembly size is 128 MB (128,777,607 bytes) Q: How much does it cost?

ArchAssembler (LifeTime) Activation Code
********************************************************* *.KEYMACRO >FileName (Syntax) The.KEYMACRO statement defines a macro that is used in all macro compilation and variable expansion statements. It has the following syntax: *.KEYMACRO >MacroName MacroValue MacroName and MacroValue are keywords that are used as
macro identifiers. MacroValue must be a single quoted, double-quoted, or backquoted string of ASCII characters, and can contain the following characters:!#%&()=+,-. / : ;? ^ | and ~ MacroName can be any legal macro name, and it is case-sensitive. MacroValue can be any ASCII string, and it is not case-sensitive. MacroName and MacroValue are each
separated by a single space character. This allows for easily modifying the value of a macro for example. There are two forms of.KEYMACRO statement: *.KEYMACRO >MacroName MacroValue *.KEYMACRO >FileName... *(underline)MacroName (underline)MacroValue *(underline)FileName... In both forms, MacroName and MacroValue are casesensitive. MacroName, MacroValue, and FileName are required. They can not be empty. To define a macro, use the.KEYMACRO statement in a macro definition statement. The following example defines a macro named "MAIL", which is applied to the parameters "TO", "FROM", "Subject", and "Body" in a macro compilation or variable expansion
statement: *.KEYMACRO >MAIL So the main thing to take away is that once you create a macro it can be applied to different statements. In the above example, it is only used on the PECompiler.cs file. Another important thing to note is that the.KEYMACRO statement is only used for macro compilation and variable expansion. It will not change the original
parameter values. To "process" the macro you would have to do something like the following: string to = "email@example.com"; string from = "Me"; string subject = "Greetings from Multi-Architecture"; string body = "Hello World"; // Compile your code... PEC 81e310abbf
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Project Site: Documentation and API reference: ArchAssembler Change log: Getting Started with ArchAssembler: ArchAssembler C# APIs: ArchAssembler Source code: How to request features and report issues: All of the source code in ArchAssembler can be found in the /Source directory. ArchAssembler supports the creation of the following C#.NET PE
file formats: ArchAssembler PE64: This is the original (Unicode) PE format with 64-bit long integers. ArchAssembler PE32: This is the new (Unicode) PE format. ArchAssembler PE32W: This is the new (Unicode) PE format. ArchAssembler PE32EX: This is the new (Unicode) PE format. ArchAssembler PE32WEX: This is

What's New in the?
ArchAssembler is a.NET (C#) library providing the functionalities of an assembler. Target architecture is x86/x64 with streaming SIMD extensions. Target executable file format is Windows Portable Executable (PE). Notes:
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System Requirements:
Windows XP or later, Mac OS X 10.8 or later, Linux Intel-based 64-bit processor 2 GB RAM (8 GB recommended) Graphics: DirectX 9.0 or later NVIDIA GeForce 6800 or ATI Radeon HD 3870 DirectX 11.0 or later AMD CrossFireX (x1 or x2) Supported video cards: Note: The PC version of PSO2 supports the following graphics cards:On the 22th of July
2018 the EU’s
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